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The 2013–14 Philanthropy Report presents an overview of the contributions to North Carolina Central University by alumni, students, parents, faculty, staff and friends during fiscal year 2013-14. These combined gifts total more than $5.42 million, including $1.6 million donated by our alumni, who contributed at record high levels. The generosity of many individuals and groups is what keeps the gateway to opportunity open to thousands of young scholars in North Carolina and beyond. With your ongoing support, we pledge to remain focused on our number one priority, student success. We move forward in confidence, knowing that the ideals of Truth and Service resonate as loudly today as they did for our founder, Dr. James E. Shepard, more than a century ago.

TOTAL DONATED BY NCCU ALUMNI

$1.6 MILLION

TOTAL GIFTS RAISED 2013-2014

$5.42 MILLION
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North Carolina Central University is a first-choice, global institution offering a premier higher education. With academic programs in the biosciences, science, mathematics, business, nursing, education, social sciences and law, NCCU trains and educates students for the global marketplace.

KEY PRIORITIES FOR THE UNIVERSITY

INCREASING SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS
Scholarships are needed to attract top scholars and extend financial help to qualified students who may need assistance to attend college. We are providing resources necessary for students to expand and complete their education at NCCU.

ADVANCING KNOWLEDGE
To continue to attract and retain leading faculty and distinguished professors, funding must be in place to support cutting-edge research, scholarly publication and other academic endeavors. These resources also provide additional opportunities for NCCU’s student scholars.

IMPROVING LIVING AND LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
We are focusing on capital giving for the development of new campus facilities.

EXPANDING THE NCCU BRAND
The NCCU profile is expanding beyond the region and the state. As the institution’s academic portfolio and engagement with the community increases, we must expand and foster new relationships so that we can take NCCU’s story worldwide.
Dear Alumni, Donors and Friends:
Thank you so much for investing in North Carolina Central University. The influence you have on shaping the lives of our students is tremendous. Through your contributions, we are able to educate and equip scholars, giving them the competitive credential they will need to succeed in the global marketplace.

We at NCCU are dedicated to delivering what we call Eagle Excellence, or E-squared: excellence in our classrooms, excellence on our campus and excellence in our service to students and their families. Without you, Eagle Excellence would not be possible!

The 2013-14 academic year showcased this great scholarly community as a crown jewel in the University of North Carolina system. Throughout the year, NCCU demonstrated a number of impressive accomplishments – from the expansion and launch of new research initiatives and international programs to historic achievements by our Eagles athletics teams.

As we continue preparing 21st century scholars for success, we want to thank you for your support of North Carolina Central University. Your gifts help provide student scholarships that are vital in recruiting top scholars and making college possible for quality students who require additional financial assistance.

Your support for faculty allows us to attract and retain distinguished professors who work in various fields of scholarship and ensures that cutting-edge research by faculty and students will continue. Support for capital development, too, is critical, with plans underway for a new Student Center, renovation of residence halls, and other campus projects that are required if we want to attract, retain and graduate today’s most promising students.

Thanks to you, NCCU’s profile continues to grow around the United States and well beyond. We deeply appreciate each of our supporters, whom we depend upon as we strive to carry out Dr. Shepard’s vision and broaden the university’s record of success.

Thanks again for all you do to help turn educational dreams into reality at NCCU.

Yours In Truth and Service,

Dr. Debra Saunders-White
Chancellor

Student scholarships are vital in recruiting top scholars and making college possible for quality students who require additional financial assistance.
Greetings,

On behalf of North Carolina Central University’s Division of Institutional Advancement, I would like to thank all of our donors for their generosity and for helping make our university a valuable educational asset to Durham, the state of North Carolina and our nation. The university remains at the forefront of educating scholars and producing leaders who soar and serve worldwide in industries from the biosciences to business.

It is your devotion that allows us to remain true to our mission of encouraging intellectual productivity and increasing the academic and professional skills of students and faculty. The collective contributions of 5,561 of our alumni, faculty, staff, and friends—as well as our corporate and foundation partners—have produced gifts totaling $5,420,902 million to support scholarships and meet other university goals and priorities. Your donations have produced measurable results that ensure our university and its students will continue to flourish.

Since last fiscal year, our alumni participation rate has risen from 8.5 percent to 12 percent and the percentage of alumni donors by 26 percent (from 1,883 to 2,964) resulting in gifts totaling $1.6 million. Toward the end of last fiscal year, we launched 700 Eagles in 700 Hours and you responded in record numbers! You took to social media and posted, shared and gave.

I encourage all Eagle alumni donors to challenge your former classmates, friends from your residence hall days, fellow student organization and association members, sorority sisters and fraternity brothers to make their donations and commit to giving back consistently to NCCU.

As we look forward to the years ahead, we see a need for a larger endowment at NCCU. A well-funded endowment provides additional income that is necessary for long-range investment, as well for supplementary expenditures based on the needs of our students. These funds also allow us to launch important university initiatives and meet fiscal challenges as they arise.

We are ever grateful for your ongoing support. Your investment in Chancellor Debra Saunders-White’s vision of Eagle Excellence ensures that NCCU will continue to serve and prepare the 21st century scholar for a lifetime of Truth and Service.

With heartfelt thanks,

Harriet Frink Davis, Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor for Institutional Advancement
THE JAMES E. SHEPARD SOCIETY

Through this publication and in other ways, North Carolina Central University recognizes and celebrates the commitment and dedication of all of its donors at every dollar amount. From the Supporter level beginning at $1 to the Eagle’s Court at $999, everyone counts toward our critically important participation goals.

Donors who give annually at the leadership level of $1,000 or more are welcomed as members of the Shepard Society, named for our founder, Dr. James E. Shepard. Donors at the 1910 Circle and above receive invitations to special events, including receptions with the Chancellor.

LIVING LEGACY
$25,000 – $1M

Tiffany R. Blakeney ‘91
Nathaniel Davis, Jr. ‘99
Donna K. Douglas
Angela N. Gray
Heather Smith Linton
Thelma Miller ‘67
Avon L. Ruffin ‘75
Allyson Siegel
Gloria M. Smith ‘69**
James A. Stewart
Mary Thompson ‘49

VISIONARY
$10,000 – $24,999

Anonymous
John Barbee ’73
and Laquetta Barbee ’74
Carolyn Bookor
Robert Dobbs ’60
Robert Dolan
Harold Epps Jr. ’74
and Kathy Epps ’75
Kenneth Gibbs ’78
and Lori Jones Gibbs
Sharon Gittens-Quick
George Hamilton ’77
and Jill Hamilton
Michael Hershfield
and Susan Rosenthal
Kevin Holloway ’75
and Lauren Holloway ’75
Ernest Jenkins ’74 ’80
and Shirley Jenkins ’73 ’79
Willie Mooreing
Frankie Perry
Dwight Perry ’76
and Veronica Ray
Stephen Shafroth
Clarence Williams ’61
and Mildred Williams ’61

CHANCELLOR’S CIRCLE
$5,000 – $9,999

Cheryl Amana-Burriss
Norman Anderson ’77
Reginald Boone ’67
Wilfreda Cox ’69
John Fassett
Marvin Genzer
John Griffin
Joan Higginbotham
Edith Hubbard
Ernestine Lyon ’57
Jessica Major ’09
Paul Pope Jr. ’75
Nathan Prather
Gerald Price ’84
Hazell Reed
Debra Saunders-White
William Small Jr. ’60
John Smith ’64
and Laura Smith ’65 ’83
Charles Smith
Mary Stevenson ’71 ’75
Triangle Community
Foundation, Inc.
Robert Waters

SHEPARD’S COURT
$2,500 – $4,999

Atiba Adams ’96
Yolanda Banks Deaver ’87
Richard Smith ’81
and Jacqueline Beatty-Smith ’79 ’93
Faye Calhoun
Sammie Chess Jr. ’56 and
Marlene Enoch-Chess ’57
Robert Chiles ’56
Willie Cooper ’65
William Coward ’53
and Tamara Coward
Phyllis Craig-Taylor
Wendell Davis ’87
Ronald Douglas ‘82
and Wanda Bryant ’82
Carolyn Edge ’67
Rebecca Edmonds ’43 ’68
Levell Exum Jr. ’88
Ralph Frasier ’63 ’65
Ophelia E. Garmon-Brown ’76
Janice Harper ’76 ’77
William Hayes ’65
Sybil Henderson ’77
Susan Hester
Marian Hopkins
Bernice Johnson
Z. Yolanda Johnson ’89
Carolyn Kamara ’72
Marsha Kee
Dara Kendall
Blandina Lane ’63
Leroy Latten ’66
and Helen H. Latten ’69
D. Curtis Lawson ’87 ’94
Carlton Mack ’66
Laverne Manne-Burch ’64
Jarvis Martin ’72
and Norma Martin ’74
Margie Riley ’68 ’80
Stephanie Shaw
André Leon Talley ’71
Donald Thomas ’64
and Kay Thomas ’66
Emmet Talley
and Martha Tilley ’71 ’84
Samuel Vaughan ’71
and Rose Vaughan ’62 ’72
Monte Watkins ’84
Constance Watts
Raymond Weaver ’70
and Deborah Weaver ’71
Janis Wiggins ’73
Carlton Wilson ’78

Every effort has been made to present an accurate account listing of our donors. However, there still may be errors of omission. If your listing is incorrect or your name has been omitted, we apologize. Please provide the correct information by contacting the Division of Institutional Advancement at 919-530-6151.

**Deceased
Chancellor Debra Saunders-White leads North Carolina Central University through Eagle Excellence, a strategy that encourages student success by stressing excellence in the classroom, throughout the campus and in service to the community.

As part of this effort, the Eagle Excellence fund was established to provide scholarships for students who were at risk of dropping out due to financial constraints. Over a period of several weeks in 2013 and 2014, more than $200,000 was raised, which helped 300 students remain enrolled at the university.
Charles Sanders ’63
Michael Sanders ’85
Earlene Satterfield ’57
Barry Saunders
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John Scarborough III ’60
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Richard Scotton ’78
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Miles Simpson
Geoff Sin
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and Blessie Slade ’75
Ira Smith ’75
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Eurydice Smith ’55
Joel Smith ’63
and Ardetha Smith ’63
Reginald Smith ’82
and Lisa Smith ’82
William Smith ’77
Howard Smith ’52
Edith Smith ’79 ’82
Joel Smith ’63
and Ardetha Smith ’63
Maurice Smith ’05
and Diane Smith
Johnnie Southward
Aaron Spaulding ’64
James Speed ’75
and Theodora Speed ’80
Ronald Speight ’64 ’68
Benjamin Speller ’62
A. Leon Stanback ’65 ’68
Covia Stanley ’68 ’74
and Lillian Stanley ’70
Shawn Steward
Richmond Steward ’52 ’58
Cheryl Stone
Larry Suitt ’52
and Gwen Suitt ’69
Samuel Sullivan ’63
and Lucinda Sullivan ’63
Huras Sutton ’53
Charisee Sutton ’78
and Bobby Sutton ’77
Cressey Thigpen ’68
Chevella Thomas ’82 ’04 ’06
Etienne Thomas ’96
Tulani Thomas ’98
L. Donnell Thompson
and D. Carr Thompson ’90
Geraldine Thompson ’67
Larry Thompson
and Brenda Thompson ’68
Lula Thorpe ’57
Isaiah Tidewell ’57
and Heliena Tidewell ’68
Emmitt Tilley
and Martha Tilley ’71 ’84
Kenneth Tindell
and Susan Turk
Shirley Twitty ’53
Malin Vollmer
Jerry Walker ’71
and Sarah Davis-Walker ’72 ’77
Priscilla Wallace ’63
Rasheed Wallace
George Walls ’75
and Portia Walls ’75
Anita Walton
Peggy Ward ’74
Gary Ward ’85
Oreta Watkins ’55
Kerry Watson
Raymond Weaver ’70
and Deborah Weaver ’71
James Webb ’76
Ollie Wesley ’84 ’63
Randall Marcuson
Lillonteen Whitehurst ’54
Floyd Wicker ’71
and Evelyn Wicker ’72
Ingrid Wicker-McCree
Jennifer Wilder
Thomas Wilkins ’89
Robert Williams ’56 ’65
and Eva Williams ’58
Louise Williams
Gertrude Williams ’58
Winifred Williams ’55
Jennifer Williams ’69
Terry Williams-Banks
Larry Wilson Jr. ’66
Valeria Wilson ’65
Sharmell Wilson ’92
Clifton Woods III ’66
Robert Woods ’69 ’71
and Cynthia Woods ’70
Diane Wormsley
Mary Wright
Li-An Yeh
Reuben Young ’85
and Pamela Young ’85
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Abiodun Abegunrin
Otabiaye Akinwole ’69
Maile Aldridge ’63
Lovest Alexander ’64
and Peggy Alexander ’70 ’78
David Alexander Jr. ’94
Beverly Allen
Regina Alston ’74
Alvin Alston ’78
Melvin Asbury ’73
Catherine Ascott ’58
LaShauna Thomas ’02
John Avent ’63 and
Jacqueline Avent ’62
Annette Bailey ’68
Ernie Barnes ’51
Morris Barner ’03
Danielle Battle ’89 ’95
Sonja Winstead Beckford ’76
Arthur Beeler
Timothy Bellamy
Randall Best
Chiaa Best ’97
Elise Blackman ’53
Enoch Bond
Sherle Boone ’68
Karen Bostick ’77
Renee Bowers ’82
Len Boyd ’59
Rhonda Bridges ’68 ’88
Miriam Britt Rosenthal ’68
Helen Bronson ’68
Dorothy Brower-Broak ’73
Judy Brown Jr. ’68 ’73
Vincent Brown
Kendal Brown
Bobbie Brown
Frederick Brown
P. LaMont Bryant ’96
Amanda Bryant-Friedrich ’90
Fred Burke ’63
Elaine Bushfan ’84 ’91
Linc Butler
Hazel Butler ’63
James Byrd ’71
Thomas Cadwallader
Lawrence Campbell ’89
Kalipha Cesay ’07
William Chapman ’68
and Iris Chapman ’68
Helen Chavious ’65
Martina Chavis
Ertie Chavis ’73
James Cherry Jean Cherry ’57
Alice Clark ’59
John Clifford
Ivana Cole
Bradley Collins
Charlie Cox ’63
Stefan Crane
Georgette Crawford-Crooks
Vannie Culmer ’63
Edna Cummings ’78
Jeffery Dangl
Dollie Daniel ’68
Mary S. Daniels ’63
Reginald Dark ’73
and Joyce Dark ’71
Joseph Dark and
Mildred Dany ’78
Helen Davenport ’63
Jessica Davis-Ganaco ’96
Jerry Walker ’71 and
Sarah Davis-Walker ’72 ’77
Arnold Dennis
Marvin Dent ’63
and Betty Dent
Thelma Diggs ’51
Dorothy Dove ’68
Tia Dockey
Gloria Doyle
Rueben C. Brake
and Audrey Drake ’70
Lee Dudley ’32
Sherry Eaton
Peggy Epps ’53
Anthony Ervin
W. M. Faison ’66
Waverly Faison ’72
Debra Farmer ’77
Alvie Fennell ’78
Lewes Ferebee ’68
Robert Fisher
Alan Fitzgerald ’84
William Fitzgerald ’71
Linwood Foust ’68
Anthony Freeman ’68
Edward Fulbright
Howard Fuller
Alphonso Gantt ’62
Jaime Garamella
Kristopher Gardner ’02
and Olivia Gardner
Nathan Garrett Sr. ’86
and Wanda Garrett ’86
Marybeth Gasman
Eleanor Gatling ’63
James Geer ’69
Tonya Gerald-Goins ’89
Angela Gilmore
Al-Tony Gilmore ’68
Furman Glenn ’66
and Janet Glenn ’68
Philip Godwin Jr. ’78
Delores Grant
Walter Green ’55 ’64
Marshall Green
Willie Grissom ’64
and Mary Grissom ’61
William Hager II ’85
Claudia Hager
Regina Halyard ’94
J. F. Hanley II ’68
Eric Harrington ’94 ’98
James Harrington
Bishop Harris ’63
Mary Harris ’73 ’78
W. Harris and Jean Harris ’53
Cheryl Hart ’98
Carolyn Hawthorne
William Lewis ’53 ’69
and Gloria Haynes-Lewis ’66
Ayana D. Hernandez
Faye Hester ’74
John Illwennette
and Illwennette Hill ’67
Mollie Holden
Shirley Holliday ’57
Betty Holloway ’71 ’97
David Hood
William Hooks
Lyle Horton ’64
and Brenda Horton ’65 ’76
Harry Howell
and Daisey Howell
Friends Gather for a Good Cause

The 30-plus women who make up the Circle of Friends are known for throwing a great party. Their annual get-together takes place during the Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association (CIAA) basketball tournament and draws more than 3,000 revelers. Yet it’s not all just fun and games. Circle members, about half of whom are NCCU graduates, have donated proceeds to NCCU and other HBCUs each year since 1993. So far, they’ve raised about $160,000 for the Circle of Friends Endowment. In 2014, the Circle contributed $30,000 for scholarships to NCCU and other institutions. “For me, organizing this party is just my way of showing my love for NCCU,” said Chris Boozer ’78 and one of the party’s chief organizers.

William Hunter ’76
Tita Hunter-Herod
Cesar Jackson
James and Kaye Jackson ’70
Willie Jacobs’64
and Charity Jacobs
Mack Jarmon’63
and Sue Jarmon’64
Jessie Jeffers’91 ‘94
Jasmine Jeffries
Jacqueline Jenkins
David Johnson’75
and Eleanor Johnson ’88
Emma Johnson’63
Alicia Jones’60
Aniza Jones’97
Doris Jones’60
Delores Jones ’58
Esther Jones ’63
Glenwood Jordan ‘69
and Deborah Jordan
Gwendolyn Kent ’68
Nelson Keyes’73
Leonard King ’67
James Lamb and Shawn Lamb
Erick Larson II
YoLonda Lawrence ’94
Larry Leatherberry’63
Etta Shiver Leathers
Warren Leggett’67
Kimberly Lenhardt
Herman Lewis ’57
Mark Locklear ’96
Kimberly Luse
Clayton Mack ’97
James Marshall ’63
Bernice Martin ’63
Ralph Matthews
Ilean Mattocks ’57
Ricky McGhee ’74
and Patricia Buie-McGhee ’75 ’83
Bassye McGhee ’52 ’54
Eunice McMillan ’68
Angus Meachem ’93
Robert Mebane ’68
Adrienne Meddock ’91
Theodore Meyers
Elaine Miller
Roger Miller
James Mills ’81
and Von Renetta Mills ’86
David Minnich
Eric Montgomery ’87
Edward Moody
Joyce Moore ’78
LeVelle Moton ’96
David Nass
Brenda Neal ’68
Derek Norford
Shayla Nunally ’98
Veronica Nwosu
Colon Oliver ’67
and Evelyn Oliver ’67
Michael Page ’84
Huston Paschal
Nichelle Perry ’97
Robert Peterson
and Janelle Peterson
Elizabeth Peterson ’87
Marion Phillips
and Mary Phillips
Theodore Pikes
Doreen Pinell
Mildred Pointer Rudd ’74
Laurestine Porter ’63
Patricia Purcell ’66
Ronnie Puryear ’99
Edward Pygatt ’52
Carolyn Ramsey-Williams ’73
Larry Reece
Virginia Reed ’64
Wade Robinson
John Robinson
John Rogers ’73
Louise Roseboro ’69
Ibrahim Salama
JoAnn Salley ’00
Myrtle Sampson ‘52 ’73
Earl Sanders
and Arthrel Sanders ’53
Lillie Sanders ’63
Sarah Sax
Diane Scott
Bernard Scott ’67 ’97
Clarice Sharp ’53
Lovell Siler ’56
and Sharron Siler
S. Dallas Simmons ’62 ’67
and Yvonne Simmons ’62
Arwin Smallwood ’88 ’90
and Alisa Smallwood ’89
Dorothy Sneed ’58
Frances Solari Bynum ’82
Grace Solomon ’49 ‘55
Andrea Southall ’70
Gwendolyn Strane ’63
and Clinton Strane
Gregory Tanner ’93
and Starla Tanner ’93
Julia Taylor
Sean Thomas ’95 ’98
Linda Thompson
Percy Thorne ’67
and Barbara Thorne
Michael Throop
and Margarita Throop
Alade Tokuta
Bettie Toney ’61
James Tyson ’64
Loletia Underdue
Andre Vann ’93
and Tracey Vann ’89
Beatrice Vasser ’54
Kia Vernon
Drewry Vincent ’83
and Lisa Wilks’96
Larry Williams ’78
James Williams ’64
and Hazel Williams’63
Dalphaline Williams ’73
Elsie Williams ’63
Mary Williams-Poindexter ’71
Kenneth Wilson ’79
William Wilson ’62
Charles Wilson
Virgie Wilson ’63
Edward Townes ’66 and
Joyce Wilson-Townes ’67
Ontario Wooden
Sandra Wray-McAfee ’67
Muriel Yett ’53

** Deceased
Yet it’s not all just fun and games. Circle members, about half of whom are NCCU graduates, have donated proceeds to NCCU and other HBCUs each year since 1993. So far, they’ve raised about $160,000 for the Circle of Friends Endowment. In 2014, the Circle contributed $30,000 for scholarships.

The 30-plus women who make up the Circle of Friends are known for throwing a great party. “This year we’re sponsoring the basketball tournament and draws more than 3,000 revelers,” said Chris Boozer ‘78 and one of the party’s chief organizers.

Friends Gather for a Good Cause

Linda Belans
Esther Belikoff
Maurice Bell ’69 ’70
Ulysses Bell ’76
Harriette Bell ’58
Jeanette Bench
Floyd Benjamin ’65
and Fioetto Benjamin ’67
Debra Benjamin ’78
Earl Benjamin
and Joyce Benjamin
Margorie Bennett ’68
Ellen Bentley ’55
and Robert Bentley
Daniel Bentley
Tonya Benton
Allent Bentley
Douglas Berg
Drucilla Bergquist
Malcolm Berry ’80
Vernal Best
Sharon Best
Stanis Best ’93
Willie Best ’77
Kim Best
Johnny Batha
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Victor Birks ’80
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Paul Bitting ’67
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Susan Blackmon ’72
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Esther Hardin
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and Barbara Boone
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Tammy Boone
Thomas Boone ’62
Mary Boone-Williams ’73

Charles Boss
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Josephine Bowens
William Bowie III ’85
Perceil Bowser ’55 ’65
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Brandon Boyce
Gloria Boyd ’52
Harold Boyd ’55
and Sara Boyd
Leon Boyd ’65
and Lillie Boyd ’69
Chini Boyd-Keyes ’09
Sharon Boykin ’77
Wanda Boykin ’65
Tonya Boykin
Les Lewis Byoles
Anthony Bracero
Herman Bradley ’63
Willie Braddock ’50
Deborah Brame
Vera Breeze
Jay Brown
and Maryann Brewer
George Bridgers ’62
Sheila Bridges-Bond
Jessica Brinson
Derek Brinson
Mary Brinson
James Brit
Dedrick Brittumum Jr. ’82
Carolyn Britton ’54
Wanda Broadie ’81
Mary Brogen
Dolly Bromberg
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Laura Brooks
Donald Brooks
and Christine Brooks ’63 ’71
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James Brothers
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Walter Brower ’53 ’68
Ezell Brown ’71
and Muriel ’70 Brown
Joseph Brown ’76
Florence Brown ’62
Ansel Brown ’99
Ashley Brown
Calvin Brown ’58
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Lindy Brown ’85
Shirley Brown ’60
Douglas Brown
and Beatrice Brown ’74
Grant Brown
Henry Brown
Irene Brown ’54
Jennifer Brown ’94
Ruth Brown
Karen Brown ’73
Oliver Brown ’59
and Thelma Brown ’73
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Scott Bryce
Richard Budet
and Dorie Budet
Walter Bugel
and Constance Bugel
Ricky McShee ’74
and Patricia Buie-McShee ’75 ’83
Debbie Bullock ’85
Helen Bullock ’63
Matilda Bullock ’76
Vivian Bullock ’89
William Bulow ’54
Janet Bunch ’80
Lynn Burke ’10
Leticia Burnett ’83
Alvate Burnett
Sandy Burnett
William Burroughs ’01
and Anita Burroughs
Robert Burroughs ’71
Grover Burtney Jr.
Garland Burton ’59
Joseph and Linda Burton
Nadine Burton
Andrea Bushrod 91
Lindsey Cate
Larry Butler ’70
Etherean Butler ’65
and Joseph Butler
Twyla Butler
Allie Bynum ’73
Janell Byrd-Chichester
Claudia Byrdsd-Montgomery ’71
and Lawrence Montgomery
Joyce Caesar ’76
Ronita Caldwell ’78
Anita Cameron ’78 ’87
Dominique Camm ’09
Frank Campbell
Janice Campbell ’00
Keren Campbell ’11
Neal Cariello
Robert Breed
and Michele Carlo
Joseph Carpenter
James Carr ’01
Annie Carroll ’71
Reese Carson ’89
Nancy Carter ’73
Cynthia Carter
Jeanette Carter ’53
Charles and Mary Carter
David Causey
Paul Cellucci
Derrick Chambers
Robert Chapman
Harold Chapman ’65
Linda Chatman ’70
Sheila Chavis ’00
David and Marta Cheek
Cheryl Cherry
Michael Chestnut ’85
Tina Chestnut
Leaving Behind a Legacy

Dr. Michel Bourgeois-Gavardin was not a graduate of NCCU, but he knew that the university was near and dear to the heart of his close friend and financial advisor Frankie Perry, president of the NCCU Foundation Board of Directors.

Dr. Bourgeois-Gavardin was a medical doctor who practiced at the former Watts Hospital, Durham’s first hospital, which opened in 1895 and closed in 1976 when Durham General Hospital was constructed. He also was also a widower who had no living children. A few years before his death in 2013 at age 95, Dr. Bourgeois-Gavardin spoke with Ms. Perry about his desire to leave a portion of his estate to NCCU.

“He wanted to do something that was important to me,” Ms. Perry recalled, adding that her friend was especially fond of attending concerts performed by the university band.

Dr. Bourgeois-Gavardin drafted his will to leave half of his estate to NCCU, resulting in a $1.9 million endowment that now serves as a perpetual scholarship fund for our student Eagles.
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David Kneuk
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Jonathan Kotch
Atlena Kovalick
Marcella Kovalick
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Eva Kraus
Robert Kraus
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Sung Kwon
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Richard Lane
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Katrina Lewis-Teachey ‘85
Dindo Liboon
Tina Ligon ‘04
Lucy Lincoln
Karen Lincoln
Lewis Liptz
Andre’ Little Jr.’13
Kate Little ‘69
Thelma Little ‘65
John Littlejohn ‘80
Margaret Littles ‘83
WilmaLiverpool
Avery Lloyd
Reginald Lorchard ‘08
Jon Lodge
Alice Logan ‘40
Marva Long
Linda Love
Rodney Love
Blanche A. Love
Maggie Lovell ‘66
Mike Lowder
Lois Lowder
Felicia Lucas ‘78
Douglas Ludy
Paul Luebke
Esther Lumsdon
Robert Lunceford ‘66
Frances Lunsdorf ‘93
Kevin Lynch
Charles Lyon ‘90
Stephen Lyons ‘03
and Cynthia Lyons
Merlinda Mack
and Kirby Mack
Nathaniel Mackey
Nancy Mclean
Richard MacPhail
Cassandra Madden
Lois Madden
Dorothea Ann Madison
Rolin Mainuddin
Joshua Malcolm
Narda Malcolm
Laurel Malone
Betsy Malpass
Vincent Maltese ‘69
Franklin Manago ‘70
David Mandel
Illa Mangum
John Manley
Jesse Mann ‘69
Dinah Mann
Craig Mann
and Bonnie Mann
Tracey Marbury ‘94
Lee Marcus
Clara Markham ‘67
Jessen Marrow
John Martin ‘58
Margaret Martin
and Barbara Roland
Dennis Martin ‘93
Michael Martz
Allan Mask Jr.
John Mason
Peggy Mason ‘56
Dorcas Mason
Andrew Mason ‘87
Juanita Massenburg ‘76
Angela Massenburg ‘56
Vernelle Massey ‘83 ‘11
Dorothy Elaine Massey
Annie Massey
Carrie Matthews ‘54
Del Mattioli
Nancy Mayer ‘06
Andrew Maynard
Jackson Mayo ‘81
and Fay Mayo ‘63
Nathanette Mayo
Jaqulynn Mays
Richard McBride
Tessa McCarthy
Ralph McCaughan
John McClain ‘94
Steven McCloskey ‘99
Michael McColgan ‘08
Eleanor McConnell
Nicoe McCoy
LaMisa McCoy Fox ‘95
William McCoy
and Gladis McCoy ‘53
W. Clayton McCoy ‘62
and Peggy McCoy ‘62
Geno McCreé
Denise McCullers
Mia McDaniel ‘13
Danita McDonald ‘78
Cynthia McDonald ‘60
Neil McDougall ‘71
and Marrian McDougall ‘72
Lewis McDowell ‘70
Robert McDuffie
Frances McDuffie
James McDuffie ‘66
and Nora McDuffie ‘66
Jerry McFadden
Dorothy McFalls ‘56
Elayne McFalls
Brenda McGirt ‘78
Legolia McGlohon
Eileen McGrath
Terence McIntosh
Gloria McIntosh
Angela McIver ‘66 ‘01
Viola McKinney ‘65
Stephanie McKissick-Melton
Kathy McNichol
Iris McKay ‘78
James McKay
Dennis McLain
DeCarlo McLaren ‘09
James McLaughlin ‘75
Magdalene McLaurin
Lee McLean
Ethan McLeod ‘46
Vaughn McMillan
Timothy McMullen
Robert McNair ‘65
Marcia McNally
Levon McNeil-Driver ‘56
Carrie McPeak
Bobby McRae
Zaire McRae ‘01
Brother Meachem
Doris Mebane ‘67
Janette Meldrum
Audrain Melton ‘84
Michael Mendenhall
Kenneth Menzie
Charlotte Merriweather
Otis Michael
Joyce Michaux
Lisa Miles
Earl Miller ‘63
R. Baxter Miller ‘70
LeRoi Holloway Moore was a uniquely talented individual, a jazz musician and composer who played flute, clarinet and, most notably, the saxophone as a founding member of the successful Dave Matthews Band.

Mr. Moore was known for his musical arranging and for his solos that gave the band its iconic jazz and funk sounds that became widely popular. He was with the band from its beginning in 1991 until his death in 2008.

Born in Durham and raised in Charlottesville, Va., Mr. Moore was only 46 when he died following an ATV accident on his farm in Virginia. Today, his legacy lives on thanks to the LeRoi Moore Fund, a bequest that provides $20,000 annually in perpetuity in support of scholarships at NCCU.

Mr. Moore established the fund to honor his late parents, Roxie Holloway Moore, a member of the NCCU Class of 1950, and Albert P. Moore, Class of 1956, who was a high school teacher and coach in Charlottesville.
Joel and Agustus Silver raised seven children in Goldsboro, N.C., during an era of segregation and deprivation for many people of color. Still, the couple managed to ensure that all of their offspring attended college, including Esther Silver-Parker, who graduated from North Carolina Central University in 1969.

Recognized as a talented young writer and editor, Alumna Silver-Parker went on to attend Columbia University thanks to a scholarship and found success as a journalist at national magazines before embarking on a successful corporate communications career with AT&T and Wal-Mart. In 2010, she opened her own diversity-focused consulting practice, The Silver-Parker Group, in Bentonville, Ark., where she now resides.

As a sign of her appreciation for her parents’ love and support, Alumna Silver-Parker has established the Joel and Agustus Silver Endowment, enabling a new generation of talented young people to reach for their dreams.

The value of the Joel and Augusts Silver Endowment as of June 2014 was $49,115.62.
A $100,000 gift from the The Meldrum Foundation has helped further the education of students for the past eight years.

In 2007, Chris and Jeanette Meldrum were new residents of Durham who were impressed by NCCU’s commitment to science education. The couple – both science majors in college – also happened to be the directors of the Utah-based Meldrum Foundation, established by Chris’s dad, Peter, CEO of Myriad Genetics, a biopharmaceutical company in Salt Lake City.

Thanks to the Meldrums, NCCU became the first university outside of Utah and the only HBCU to receive a donation from the Meldrum Foundation.

Today, the generous gift continues to work hard for our students – providing a $3,000 scholarship for one talented and lucky chemistry major each year.

**Deceased
Napoleon McGhee
and Victoria McGhee
Karen McGill-Butler
Sharon McClothen ‘88
Paula McGrann ‘01
Stephanie McHenry
Anita McInnis ‘97
Andrew and Henrietta McIntosh
Timothy McIntosh ‘62
Frances McVey ‘69
Donna McVey ‘10
Valerie McVey
Alice McKenzie
Lillian McKenzie
Timothy McKeown
Sophia McKinnon ‘93
Harry McKown
Rochelle McKay
Dorothy McKay ‘63
John McLean Jr
Lee McLean ‘65 ‘68
and Carol McLean ‘65
Tyrone McLean
Leslie McLeome ‘11
Rebecca McLennan ‘00
Lucille McManus
Natalie McMullan ‘08
Ann McMillon
Julie McNabb
Crystal McNeil ‘12
Vickie McNeil
Deborah McNeill ‘86
Cynthia McNeill ‘82
Veta McNeill-Best
Kayla McPeek ‘13
Mae McPhail ‘57
Mary Meebane ‘74 ‘76
Hattie Medley ‘54
Christopher Medley
Cathy Meeks-Jackson ‘89
Rodney Meheux ‘79
Joseph Meloche
K. Cynthia Melton ‘70
Lisa Melvin ‘88
John Mercer
Gloria Merritt ‘60
Ruby Messick ‘02
Olivia Metzger Jones
Angela Meyer
Edward Mezynski
Jean Middleton
Herman Middleton
Danny Miles
Joyce Milles
Fay Miles-Koa
Richard Miller
Charles Miller
Julius Milton ‘64
Gwendolyn Minor
Mark Mintz
and Merybeth Howett
Jashell Mitchell
Mary Mitchell
Edna Mitchell ‘78
Nicole Mitchell ‘10
Brenda Mitchell ‘76
Rufus Mitchell
Deborah Mitchell
Mitchell Moehring
Robert Moffie
Abdul Mohammed
Sheri Monds ‘94
Jesus Montalvo
Kevin Montgomery
Carolyn Moor
Thomas Moore
Franklin Moore
Ronald Moore
Jean Moore ‘56
Shawki Moore ‘96
Tracy Moore ‘13
Chad Morgan
Molly Morgan ‘14
Sylvia Morra ‘83
Michele Morris
Eric Morris ‘08
Yolanda Morris ‘05
Kimberly Morrison-Hansley
Alonzo Morrow II ‘94
Patricia Mortensen
Franine Morton
Merriam Morton
Richard Morton
Kim Moseley ‘90
John Moseley
Tonya Moses
Cary Moskovitz
Carlton Moss Jr. ‘98
Sarah Moss
Marguerite Most
Victor Motley ‘81
Narcissa Motley
Tonya Moussa
Lawrence Muhlhaier
and Jo Ann Lutz
Diane Mullard-Clements ‘11
Julia Mullen
A. Kirsten Mullen
Kent Mullikin
Timothy Mulrooney
Selina Mumford ‘79
Marianne Murphy
Joyce Murphy
Gwen Munrran
Elzie Murray
Darrell Murray
Mattie Muwawakki ‘71
Patricia Myers
 talbert Myers ‘72
and Gail Myers
Diana Myers
Lee Nackman
and Ava Nackman
Bettie Nails ‘89
Kristan Natesan ‘94
Victor Neal ‘81
Patricia Nelson
Ramona Nelson
Patricer Nerz
Joe Ness
Laurence Nessly
Nancy Neubauer
Jimnie Newkirk ‘74
Robert Nichols ‘82
Lester Nichols ‘09
Stacie Nixon ‘05 ‘09 ‘08
Raymond Nobles ‘63
and Billie Nobles ‘63
Damond Nollan
Donald Nornini
Temie Norman
Dorothy Norman
Brittany Norton ‘09
Robert Northcott
Arlena Nvosu
Amechi Nvosu
Robert Oast
Wayne Oatis ‘08
Tess Ocana
Shawn Odum
Nina O’Donnell
Carol Oifen
Jacqueline Okoh
Carla Oldham
Daniel Oldman
Brian Oliver
David Ollis
David Ollison ‘78
Eric Olson-Getty
Wilbert O’Neal
Thomas O’Neal
Jason Onyebuagu
Peter Orton
Peter Orton
Dorothy Outlaw
Madeleine Pabis
Cleve Parker ‘88
Laura Padgett
William Pagan ‘14
Ida Page ‘71
Robert Page
Mildred Page ‘48
Wanda Page ‘95
Emily Page
Arthur Page
Janice Palmur
John Palmer ‘82 and
Paschelle Mitchell-Palmer ‘82
Landon Pannell ‘12
Janice Panza ‘86
Debra Pappas ‘98
Brian Paren
Gwendolyn Parham ‘68
Patrice Parker
Willie Parker ‘66
Barnett Parker
Anita Parker
Brenda Parker ‘74
Gloria Parker
Ruth Parker
A. Curtis Parker
Sony Parker
Eddie Parker
Cynthia Parks
Melodie Parrish ‘92
Mitsue Parrish ‘91
Beverly Parrish
Reshea Hill ‘94
Sheila Parrish-Spence ‘72
George Partlow ‘66
Jamie Patterson ‘00
Carole Patterson
Walter Pattillo Jr.
Gerald Patton ‘75
Caroline Paul ‘11
Rosetta Pauling ‘63
Vicky Payler
Nancy Payne
Peck Gunther
Kathryn Peck
William Peek
Kathryn Peele-Cox ‘82
Wendell Peggott ‘11
Teresa Pender ‘82
Gloria Pender
Deborah Pendleton ‘97
Sherri Penn ‘96
Charles Penny ‘80
Chamonica Peoples ‘04
Vanessa Perry
Christine Perry ‘08
Annette Perry ‘58
Renda Perry ‘73
Curis Perry ‘79
Josephus Perry ‘89
Carlon Perry ‘07
and Mrs. Angela Perry ‘83
Earlithn Perry ‘00
Wendalyn Perry ‘12
Cheryl Perry-Jones ‘78
Rose Person
Michael Petersen ‘09
Carol Petersen
Harry Petersen Jr. ‘75
Gabriel Peterson
Mark Petry
Larry Pettford
Sharon Pettiford ‘77
Mary Pettus ‘56
Sylvia Pfeiffenberger
John Pharo
Wendell Phillips
Donald Phillips
Beatrice Pickett
Theodore Picott ‘67
Luis Pietri ‘09
Lucretia Pinckney
Debra Toni Pinkston ‘06
Bepi Pinner
William Piper
Gabrielle Pippen
Patricia Plummer
Patricia Plummer ‘84
Brenda Pollard ‘66
Rufus Poole
and Clarice Poole
Dorothy Poole ‘65
Jon Poole ‘91
Marquitta Pope ‘06
Priscilla Porter ‘62
Sherman and Joseph Poteat
Gailrdine Poteat
Belinda Pounds
Sharon Powe
Zawadi Powell
Joseph Pratt ‘64
Steven Preissler
Clarice Preston
Gwendolyn Price ‘76
Lisa Price
Penny Price ‘95
Leslie Pruneau
Paul Pugh Jr. ‘80
Cynthia Pullen ‘87
Ann Purce
Robert Purvis ‘79
Shiease Puryear
Freddie Putney Jr. ‘74 ‘81
Emily Quadro
Tamara Quick ‘04
Vernell Quinn
Lee Rafalow
and Trish Rafalow
Priscilla Rainey ‘73
Lynn Ramsey
Gloria Rand
Lakeshia Randall ‘11
Adrian Rankin
H.H. Rao
Bahreesh Rashed ‘63
Joseph Ratifff ‘86
Frederick Ravin, Ill ‘05 ‘07 ‘12
Marlys Ray
Janice Raynor
Kelvin Raynor
Ira Reade ‘76
and Mary Reade ‘73
Takeisha Redd ‘03
Linda Redmond
Nancy Reese-Durham
Irma Reid ‘49
Lakeshia Reid
Vera Reid-Hailey ‘86
John Reilly
Michael Renter ‘06
Omar Reyes
Christopher Reynolds
Clifton Reynolds
and Bessie Reynolds ‘71
Candi Rhinehart ‘12
Alice Rhodes
Alfreda Rhodes ‘02
Virginia Rhoton
Ronald Rice ‘70
Whitney Rich ‘93
Corene Richardson ‘62
Joseph Richardson
and Gladys Richardson
Patricia Richardson
Bettie Richardson-Dixon ‘68
Michael Richmond
Jesse Riddick
Clayton Riddle
Saldanha Ridley
Melvin Riggs
Kathy Riggins
Chandra Riley ‘86
Terry Ring
Ward Risvold
Betty River
Liz Robbins
Nancy Robbins
Allen Roberts
and Sally Roberts
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James Schooler Jr.
Eve Schulman
Charles Scott
Gerald Scott '72
Wanda Scott '78
John Scott
Laterna Scott
Dennis Scott Jr. '08
Jamillah Scott-Branch '08
Woodrow Scriven '73
Louis Sedaris
Kathryn Wymer Sgedey
Clementine Self '71 '78
Linda Seligman
Truman Semans, Jr.
James Senter
Sylvia Seward '01
Affifia Shabazz '96
Tyrone Shackelford '79
Ketki Shah
Jerry Shank
Dorothy Shanklin
Lauree Shannon-Bailey '86
Larva Shapiro
Lori Shaprio
Linda Sharar '87
William Sharpe
Gary Shaw
Phyllis Shaw '13
Thomasenia Shaw '52
Joseph Shaw '84
Nina Sheppard
Kenneth Sherbony
and Marilyn Sherbony
Carol Sherlock
Harriet Sherman '90
Marywinne Sherwood
Marcus Shields '11
Rick Shields
Alan Shiffman
Dennis Shotwell
and Emily Shotwell
Thomas Shriver
Gloria Shropshire '64
Jacqueline Shropshire '70
Bart Shuler
Jimmie Shuler
Phyllis Shumate '64
Ann Shy '09
Stephanie Sieburth
Susan Siegel
Belinda Simmons '10
Janelle Simmons
Bland Simpson
Melvin Simpson
Thomas Simpson '60 '71
and Sallie Simpson '56
James Simuel '91
and Judy Simuel
Javance Sinclair II
Undi Sistrunk
Vijay Sivaraman
Brenda Skillern
Robert Skiver
and Melissa Skiver
William Slade '71
Kimberly Smalls '92
Morgan Smalls
Argyle Smallwood
James Smith
John Smith
Steven Smith
William Smith
Lindsey Smith
Richard Smith
Reverend Terence
and Monica Smith '92
Walter Smith '61
Karen Smith '08
Larkin Smith '74
Timothy Smith '91
Valerie Smith '57
Georgette Smith '82
Tonya Smith
Janet Smith
Helen Smith
Pattie Smith '78
Burnette Smith '65
Ricardo Johnson
and Yvonne Smith
Darrin Smith '11
Joe Smith '94
Emma Smith
Mildred Smith '63
Claire Smith '66
Spencer Aubre Smith '85
and Rose Pahl-Smith
Maxine Smith
Carrie Smith '90
Roxanne Smith
Deena Smith '01
Miles Smith
Shirley Smith
Joseph Smith
Barbara Smith Johnson '65
Karen Smith-Cotton '85
Erma Smith-King
Tyler Smoot
Joanna Smith
Mark Snyder
Sarah Somers
Francine Sookins '73
Bram Sorgman
Rosie Etta and Robert
Southerland
Frank Sowell '56
Endia Sowers '12
LeStancia Spaght '01
Todd Speakman
Brian Spence
and Jeanetta Speese '04
Vickie Spencer '81 '92
Joan Spencer '76
Turner Spencer
Julia Spencer '51
Clarence Spencer '67
and Vickie Spencer
Thomas Spivey '74
Stanley Sprague '74
Carolyn Spruill '99
Mae St. George
Delores Stacey-Merritt '88
Kenyatta Stacker '97
Ramira Stackhouse '98
Angelique Stallings '97
Clifton '69
and Constance Stancil '68
Melvin Stanley
Dennis Stanley
Sheri Starks
Pearlie Steele '71
Diane Steinhaus
Nichole Neloms '93
Francis Stephens
Edwin Stephens
JoeAnne Stephens '70
Jennifer Stephens '05
Theresa Stephens
Cecelia Steppe-Jones '68 '71
Quonte Stevenson '01
Michael Steward
and Sharon Steward
Justin Stiller
Rebecca Stirewalt
Martha Stith
Betty Summers
Winifred Sumpter '87
Henglin Sun
Patricia Sutton '71
Sparkle Sutton
Valenica Swain '80
Deborah Swain
Jonas Swartz
and Laura Swartz '12
Paul Swinheart
Mary Swoope '90
Leonard Tabor '55
Alisa Taliaferro
Tamara Talmdade
Henry Tate and Teresa Tate
Michelle Tate
Cremolia Tate '91
Jean Tavares
Steve Taylor
Bruce Taylor
Hope Taylor
Sue Taylor
Carnell Taylor '60
Phillis Taylor '05
Robert and Brenda Taylor
Gloria Taylor
Cynthia Taylor '09
Thomas Taylor
Shirley Taylor-Edward's '96
Wayne Terrell '89
Angela Terry
Michelle Terry
Alice Tharrington '77
Charles Thibaut
and Sylvia Thibaut
Abdul Thomas '87 '00
Sledge Thomas
Robert Thomas '63 '72
Devra Thomas
Beverly Thomas
Debbie Thomas
Selina Thomas
Phyllis Thompson '94
Charles Thompson
Ruthalen Thompson
Thomas Thompson
and Nancy Thompson '90
Ronica Thompson
Hazel Thompson '54
Rico Thompson
Roosevelt Thompson
Martha Thompson '55
Edith Thompson
Holly Thompson Gordon '01
Gwendolyn Thompson-Rogers '01
Vanessa Thoburn
Tonia Thorpe
Angela Thrasher
Jerome Thompson
Margaret Tiano
Lee Tilley
Mary Tilley '95
Vivian Timic
Crystal Todd '96
NancyTodd
Stacy Torian
Hjordis Torian
Sampson Towns
Walter Townsend
and Shirley Townsend '64
Ming Tran
Cecilia Trappier
Richard Trenek
George Tukey
and Melissa Tukey '90
William Turner '62
Frances Turner '88
Brendell Turner '71
Clara Turner '91
Mark Turner '08
Alphonse Turner
and Robert Turner
Sarah Turrentine
Blanche Twym
Hope Tyeimbha
Taraza Tyler '10
Darin Tyler '07
Carney Tyler '73
Baron Tynas
Sylvia Tyner
Benjamin Tyson
Douglas Tyson
Julius Underwood
Joe Urquhart
Patryk Utulu '12
Stephen Valentine '09
William Valentine '59
Robert Van Arsdale
Samuel Vaughan '71
and Rose Vaughan '62 '72
William Vaughn
and Linda Vaughn
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Matthew Wareham '14
Ella Ware-Simpson '78
Angeline Warren ’80
Nicole Warren ’11
Linda Warren
Donna Warren ’79
Craig Waring
Hattie Warrington ’51
Robbin Washington ’70
Ann Washington
Phyllis Washington
David and Delores Washington
Edward Washington
Lee Waters
and Angela Waters ’61
Sandra Waters
Joseph Watkins ’12
Whitney Watkins
Geralnde Watkins-Wiley ’62
Michael Watlington
Brittany Watson ’11
Doretha Watson
Laila Watson-EI
Bernadette Watts
Walter Weathers ’68
and Mary Weathers ’69
James Weaver
Janie Weaver
Fred Webb Jr.
Alice Webb
Doretha Webb ’69
LaDonna Webster ’07
Demeicre Webster ’70
Sonya Welborne
Frederick Welborne
and Delores Welborne
Katina West ’00
Scott Westfall
and Theresa Westfall
Catherine Westmoreland
Brent Weston
Gordon Wheatley
and Portia Wheatley
Andrea Wheeler ’12
Michelle White ’90
Brenda White ’65
Avera White ’94
Thaddeus White
Elsie White
Rubina White
Darin White ’92
William White
Otto White
Naoami White-Huitt ’48
Michael Whitfield
Janice Whitney ’67
Christine Whyte
Ameta Wicker ’83
Michelle Wicker ’97
Bennie Wicker
Ira Wiggins ’77
Bynetta Wiggins ’69
LaChelle Wilborn
Dwight Wilkerson
Estella Wilkerson
Stephanie Williams
Gail Williams ’91
Ruth Williams ’53
Jahmal Williams
Gicero Williams ’79
Edna Williams
Malcom Williams ’78
Jerry Williams
Bernel Williams
Joy Williams
Howard Williams ’91
Kevin Williams
Allie Williams
Alfred Williams
Harriet Williams ’80
Pamela Williams ’75
Rose Williams
Lisa Williams
Pearlene Williams
Albert Williams ’50
Mae Williams ’65
Alexander Williams III ’79
John Williams ’86
Mary Williams ’60
Doris Williams ’75
Raleigh Williams
Urtmanne Williams
Eric Williams ’09
Catherine Williams
Gloyna Williams
Jennifer Williams
Lonne Williams
James Williams ’57
Velvet Williams
Nikia Williams ’13
Sammy Williams
Pamela Williams
Collette Williams
Tiffany Williams-Jennings ’95
Amanda Wilsonson ’11
Mary Williams-Pindexter ’68
Lashanda Willis
Zachery Willoughby
Matrice Wilson ’82
Jonathan Wilson ’09
Kevin Wilson ’12
Takeisha Wilson
Donald Wilson Jr.
Ruth Wilson
Mary Wilson
Thanena Wilson ’89
Bobby Wilson ’84
Pearl Wilson
W. P. Wimberley
Brandon Winfield ’05
Robert Wingfield
and Bonita Bailey
Crystal Winston

Robert and Pamela Winton
Toye Winton-Cook
Leah Wise
Christopher Withers
Joyce Witherspoon ’10
Kimberly Womack-Dockery ’93
James Womble ’78
Dwight Womble ’80
Richardine Wood
Dannie Wood ’69
Patsy Woods
Thomas Woolfolk ’68
Mildred Woolfolk ’82
Catherine Wooten ’11
Myra Wooten
Lashawnd Wordlaw-Stinson
James Worrell
and Joanna Worrell
Andrew Wright
Gwendolyn Wright
Fred Wright ’66
Richard Wright
Leslie Wright Jr.
and Mable Wright ’47 ’55
Beatrice Wyatt
Kathy Wyatt
Jahua Xie
David Yang
Robert Yoder ’11
Eun Young Yoo-Lee
Glenn York ’75
Brandon Young
Robert and Mary Young ’56
Kevin Young ’88
Jian Yu ’99 and Fang Zhou
Andrew Yu ’12
Ruth Zalpa
Sophia Zayas ’05
Weifan Zheng
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BASED ON FISCAL YEAR GIVING JULY 1, 2013–JUNE 30, 2014

CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS

2 Gateway Center Partners, LLC
Academy of Applied Science
Adele & Willard Gidwitz Family Foundation
Advance Dental Care, Inc.
American Family Day Corporation
American Foundation for the Blind
American Honda Motor Company, Incorporated
Andrew and Ann Tisch Foundation, Inc.
Arena Capital Advisors, LLC
AT&T North Carolina
Atkins Investment Company LLC
Balfour Beatty Construction Company
BARBRI, Incorporated
BBH Design, PA
Best Buy
Better World Books
Billy’s Plumbing Services, Incorporated
Bin Foundation
BioSpecifics Technologies Corp
Blackstone Charitable Foundation, Inc
Blue Cross Blue Shield of NC
Bowens Law Group, PLLC
Carolina Communication Consultants, LLC
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Charlottesville Area Community Foundation
Clarin Research, Incorporated
Comerica Incorporated
Conti/Burt Arts, LLC /Wine and Design
Cookson Law, PLLC
Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB)
Disney Worldwide Services, Inc.
Duke Energy Carolinas
Eagle Athletic Foundation
Eagleland
Elinvar Corporation
Eventbrite
Fidelity Foundation & Charitable Gift Fund
Fit4Life
Food Lion Incorporated
Foundation for Child Development
Fulbright Financial Consulting PA
GlaxoSmithKline Inc.
Hair Creations
Haywood & Associates Realty
Howard Financial Services, Incorporated
IBM Corporation
I’Cubed Integrated Industrial Information, Inc
Jim Computer Services, Incorporated
John H. Harmon, Attorney
Joint Logistics Managers Inc.
Jordan Family Trust
Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company
Law Office of Kevin E. Jones
Lincoln Hospital Foundation, Inc.
Lowe’s Charitable and Educational Foundation
Maksin Management Corporation
McCran Law Firm, PA.
Mechanics and Farmers Bank
Merck & Company, Inc.
Mill Chem Manufacturing, Inc.
Morrissette Paper Company Incorporated
National Black College Hall of Fame Foundation
NC Legislative Black Caucus Foundation
NC Mutual Life Insurance Company
NCM Capital Management Group, Inc.
Norfolk Southern Corporation
North Carolina Biotechnology Center
North Carolina Bar Association Foundation
Osborne Law Firm, P. C.
Pearson Education
Petropolitan LLC
PNC Financial Services Group, Inc.
Porter Broadcasting
Quality Care Solutions, Inc.
Rahmaan Exterminators
Robert L. Downey Indoor Baseball Facility
Rosiland T. Grant & Associate
RWDT Foods, Incorporated
S & C Kushner Family Foundation
S.E. Smith Insurance Agency (Allstate)
Schwab Charitable Fund
Smith/Shaver Law School Scholarship Fund, Inc.
South Carolina Research Foundation
South Jersey Center for Advanced Dentistry, LLC
Southeast TechInventures, Inc
Southwood Landscaping & Lawn
Spectraforce Technologies, Inc.
Steve Toler, LLC
Texas RoadHouse Holdings LLC
The Banks Law Firm, PA
The Center for Rural Development
The Cotton Law Firm PLCC
The Dickson Foundation, Inc.
The Drew A. Katz Foundation, Incorporated
The FreeIon Group
The Home Depot
The Law Offices of Willie R. Brooks, Jr., PLLC
The Michael and Elizabeth Johnson Family Foundation
The North Carolina GlaxoSmithKline Foundation, Inc.
The Property Firm, LLC
The Winston-Salem Foundation
The W. Trent Ragland Foundation
TIAA/CREF
Triangle Community Foundation, Inc.
Tri State International Building System
TRUEST
TWFiltetek
TYJ LLC
Wilson Revocable Trust
Xerox Foundation
Yongue Architects, PA
Zen-Bio, Inc.

ASSOCIATIONS AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

Abbott Downing, A Wells Fargo Company
Alfred Street Baptist Church
All-City Entertainment
American Association of Colleges and Universities (AACU)
American Printing House for the Blind
America’s Charities
Angela Newell Gray, Attorney at Law
Association for American Colleges and Universities
Association of Retired NCCU Personnel
AT&T United Way/Giving Campaign
Bergen County NJ Chapter the Links, Incorporated
BetterWorld Books
Black Women In Sisterhood for Action, Inc.
Blackwell Street Management Company
Brier Creek Transport Service, Inc.
Burnetts Chapel Christian Church
Butterfield For Congress
Central Carolina Black Nurses
Ceradini Law, PLLC
Charitable Adult Rides and Services, Incorporated
Charlton Carey Grant, Sr.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Cheer 2000 SA
Christian Faith Baptist Church – Raleigh
Circle of Friends
Clemsons Cosmetic Dentistry
Clifton R Stancil CPA
Community Health Coalition
Community Outreach For Youth
and Family Services Inc.
Contemporary Medical Services P. C. Ob-Gyn
Covenant Presbyterian Church
Craig James Attorney at Law
Cuffie & Associates, P.C.
DBA JW Marshall Insurance
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. – Durham
Duke Corporate Accounts Payable
Durham Bulls Baseball Club
Durham Green Flea Market
E-FIT4LIFE LLC
Elizabeth Yvonne Pugh Attorney at Law
Elliot Morgan Parsonage
Every Woman Southeast
First Calvary Baptist Church
Fraser & Griffin PLLC
Friends of John Coltrane
Fusion Lacrosse, LLC
G. Alan Incorporated
Glenn and Sons Trucking Company
Golfing Friends of Julius L. Chambers
Green’s Auto Body Shop
Hands Law Office PLLC
Hickory Grove Art Center
Holly B. Curry
Howard Tech Consulting LLC
Irving Joyner, Attorney At Law
Jack and Jill of America, Inc. – Burlington-Graham Chapter
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Jonathan Livingston Consulting
Julian Pierce Memorial Initiative
Just Good Friends Incorporated
Kinnaird For State Senate
Knowlton Dentistry
Larosa Pinnix-Bailey, DDS PLLC
Law Office of David E. Sherrill
Law Office of Grady Jessup, PLLC
Law Office of John L. Burris
Law Office of Keisha D. Bluford
Law Office of Nichole B. Greene, PLLC
Law Office of R. Kent Harrell, P.C.
Law Office of Roberta L. Edwards
Law Offices of Cheryl C. Murphy
Law Offices of Larry D. Brown Jr. PLLC
Lawyers Mutual Liability Insurance
Lincoln Hospital School
of Nursing Alumni Association Inc.
Lowe’s Home Improvement #2778
Michigan Endowment Inc.
MillerCoors
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney
National Association of Blacks in Criminal Justice, Inc.
National Athletic Trainers’ Association, Inc.
National Federation of Community NC Department of Transportation
New Jersey State AFL-CIO
North Carolina Circle of King’s Daughters and Sons, Inc.
North Carolina Community Shares
North Carolina State Education Assistance Authority
Ocean City Beach Citizens Jazz
Olivia P. Scott Attorney at Law
Omega Supply Services, Inc.
Orange Cross Roads Baptist Church
Page & Rogers, P. A.
Parreott Music
Peggie’s Hair Care
Pi Chapter of Chi Eta Phi
Piedmont Investment Advisors, LLC
Preston Services, Incorporated
Rent-A-Son Computer Services
Rollins Financial Inc.
Roz Patience LLC
Sara’s Boutique
Say So Ministries
Sessoms Medical Associates PLLC
Southeast Region Chi Eta Phi Sorority, Incorporation
Spoken 4 Communications LLC
St. Joseph’s AME Church
State Employees Combined Campaign Stealth Baseball
Summit Rock Advisors
The CW Law Group, PLLC
The Famous Jordanaires of Durham
The Ivy Community Center, Inc.
The Jernigan Law Firm
The Links, Incorporated, Wilmington North Carolina Chapter
The MWE Washington Health Practice Group
The Silver Spring Chapter of the Links Inc.
United Way of the Greater Triangle
Watauga Club
Welcome Home Care Agency, Inc.
White Rock Baptist Church – Durham
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Beta Nu Chapter

GIVING BY ALUMNI

BASED ON FISCAL YEAR GIVING JULY 1, 2013–JUNE 30, 2014

1938
Maggie Bryant

1940
Alice Logan

1941
Howard Fits Jr. Alice Oakley-Byrd

1942
Annette Bryant

1943
Rebecca Edmonds

1944
Ellain Brooks
Lou S. Barnes
Charity Singletary
Josephine Strayhorne

1946
Margaret Alexander
Gwendolyn Atkinson
Dorothy Campbell
Theresa Carroll
Ethel McLendon
Mabel Nimmo

1947
Doris Bethel
Addie Dunlap
Katherine James
Hubert Robinson Jr.
Mable Wright

1948
Walter Brown
Sadie Fields
Katherine Hepburn
Margaret Johnson
Emma King
Ernest Mills Jr.
Mildred Page
Gwendolyn Paschall
Verna Robinson
Naomi White-Huitt
Elizabeth Young

1949
James Bolden
Welmon Britt
Lizzie Crews
Irma Reid
Grace Solomon
Mary Thompson
Julia Varner
Quinton Wall

1950
Willie Bradshaw
Joseph Campbell Sr.
Robert Freeman
Major Nimock
Albert Williams

1951
Kenneth Alston
Howard Alston
Etter Barnes
Thelma Diggs
Walter Floyd
Louise Gray
Laura Grissom
David Harrison
Davis Martin Jr.
Mabel Nicholson

1952
Willis Baird
Gloria Boyd
Doris Dees
Donnie Freeman
Gloria Grant
Evonne Jones
Bessye McGhee
Samuel Parham
Edward Pygatt
Thomasenia Shaw
Howard Smith
Richmond Stewart
Vivian Tate

1953
Margaret Artis
Mildred Ballentine
Elsie Blackman
Walter Brower
Esther Carter
Jeanette Carter
Hazel Colwell
William Coward
Theresa Crawford
Jean Cropper
Peggy Epps
Betty Funderburke
Dolores Gilmore
Katie Granberry
Geneva Grayson
Helen Hairston
Jean Harris
Don Harrison
Paul Hickerson
Glover Hill Jr.
Geraldine Hinson

Vivian Patterson
Barbara Petty
Myrtle Sampson
Julie Spencer
Hattie Warrington

**Deceased
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Harvey Heartley Sr.  
Carolyn Green  
Fraser Foster  
Inez Foster  
Iredella Duckett  
Peggy Ann Donald  
DeLaine Dobson  
James Courtney  
Myrtle McNeil  
Otis Michael  
Esther Parker  
Odessa Roseboro  
Arthrell Sanders  
Clarice Sharp  
Delores Simpson  
Huras Sutton  
Cleon Thompson Jr.  
Shirley Twitty  
Ruth Williams  
Cecelia Williamson  
Franz Wilson  
Muriel Yett

1954
Anne Anderson  
Oliver Boykin  
Carolyn Britton  
Irene Brown  
William Bulow  
Nellie Collins  
Walter Douglas  
Bernice Emanuel  
DeLilah Gomes  
Barbara Gunter  
Anna Hankley  
Michael Hinton  
Lilly Holloway  
Willie Jacobs  
Allene Johnson  
Claire Jones  
Carrie Matthews  
Lillie McDaniel  
Hattie Medley  
Patsy Perry  
Lorraine Stith  
Hazel Thompson  
Hassie Torain-Hester  
Beatrice Vasser  
Ollie Wesley  
Lillonteen Whitehurst  
Sarah Wiggins  
Theodore Yarbore Sr.

1955
Mamie Alston  
Ellen Bentley  
Perceil Bowsaw  
Sara Boyd  
James Courtney  
DeLaine Dobson  
Peggy Ann Donald  
Iredella Duckett  
Jeraline Ewing  
Inez Foster  
Fraser Foster  
Walter Green  
Carolyn Green  
Harvey Heartley Sr.**

1956
Edna Becton-Pittmon  
Morris Blount Sr.  
Otis Brooks  
Josephine Brown  
Constance Bryant  
Sammie Chess Jr.  
Robert Chiles Sr.  
Jeraline Cole  
William Fletcher  
Mary Frasier  
Willie Gause  
Albert Handy  
Floyd Hardy  
Josephine Harris  
Shirley Hatton  
Josephine Henderson  
Culey Kilimanjaro  
Wade Kornegay  
Bobby Lawrence  
Margie Lewis  
James Mack  
Peggy Mason  
Angela Massenburg  
Dorothy Mcfalls  
Francis McGee  
Lavon McNeil-Builder  
Mildred Monk  
Jean Moore  
Mary Pettus  
Margie Slade  
Frank Sowell  
Margaret White  
Robert Williams  
Catherine Williams  
Mary Young

1957
Ruth Asbury  
Kenneth Brown  
William Burnette  
Jean Cherry  
Bernice Chiles  
Doris Collins  
Bessie Ford  
Lawrence Hampton  
Pearl Holland  
Shirley Holloway  
Rudolph Horrived  
Leroy Johnson  
Thelma Joyner  
Jacqueline Lacy  
Mary Laster  
Herman Lewis  
Ernestine Lyon  
Ilean Mattocks  
Mae McPhail  
William Penne  
James Potts  
Ann Pretty  
Earlene Satterfield  
Bernice Satterwhite  
Jean Smith  
Valerie Smith  
Reginald Spaulding  
Lula Thorpe  
Geraldine Watson  
James Williams Sr.

1958
Joseph Alston  
Margaret Barnes  
Harriette Bell  
Christine Bowser  
Genevieve Brown  
Thomas Buffalee  
Janice Drumwright  
Pauline Farrow  
LaForest Faulkner  
Garinda Fields  
Harold Harris  
Delores Jones  
John Martin Jr.  
Betty Montgomery  
Lawton Morrison Jr.  
Omega Parker  
Annetta Perry  
Charles Sanders  
Elnora Shields  
Dorothy Sneed  
Robert Stephens  
Mary Wallace  
Eva Williams  
Gertrude Williams  
Velma Wilson

1959
Sarah Bell-Lucas  
Lena Boyd  
Gloral Bradby  
Oliver Brown Sr.  
Shirley Bullock  
Garland Burton  
Alice Clark  
Geraldine Davis  
Alexander Faison  
Barbara Harper  
Ernest Harrison  
Gwendolyn Johnson  
Alberta Johnson  
Jacquelyn Joyner  
Robert Markham  
William Valentine  
Melvin Vass  
W. P. Wimberley

1960
Frederica Barrow  
Ruth Battle  
Shirley Brown  
Guion Davis  
Robert Dobbs Sr.  
Dorothea Farrington  
Daisy Pitts  
Alice George  
Helen Hudson  
Alicia Jones  
Doris Jones  
Almeta Jordan  
Doris Kennedy  
George Kilpatrick Jr.  
Davessene Lawson  
Cynthia McDonald  
Gloria Merritt  
Mae Moore  
Evelyn Morrissey  
Shirley Nixon  
Athea Reid  
Albert Reid  
John Scarborough III  
Thomas Simpson Jr.  
William Small Jr.  
Canell Taylor  
Doris Tomlinson  
Mary Williams  
Ida Witherspoon

1961
Ethel Aaron  
Lilla Arnold  
Mary Artis  
George Brewer  
Leslie Brinson  
Doris Brinson  
Glen Cooper  
Barbara Ellis  
Sadie Ethridge  
Jethro Hawkins  
George Henderson  
Annie Henderson  
Constance Johnson  
Mary Keith  
Eva Lennon  
Hilda Pemberton  
Ellis Smith  
Walter Smith  
Minnie Spellman  
Bettie Toney  
Ruth Wade  
Angela Waters  
Clarence Williams Sr.  
Mildred Williams

1962
Ellen Amey  
Dorothy Bailey  
Dorothy Barton  
Dorothy Bond  
Cary Booker**  
Thomas Boone

**Deceased

Lottie Humphrey  
Theresa Johnson  
Juanita Jordan  
Junius Joyner Jr.  
Gladis McCoy  
Myrtle McNeell  
Otis Michael  
Esther Parker  
Odessa Roseboro  
Arthrell Sanders  
Clarice Sharp  
Delores Simpson  
Huras Sutton  
Cleon Thompson Jr.  
Shirley Twitty  
Ruth Williams  
Cecelia Williamson  
Franz Wilson  
Muriel Yett

1954
Anne Anderson  
Oliver Boykin  
Carolyn Britton  
Irene Brown  
William Bulow  
Nellie Collins  
Walter Douglas  
Bernice Emanuel  
Deilah Gomes  
Barbara Gunter  
Anna Hankley  
Michael Hinton  
Lilly Holloway  
Willie Jacobs  
Allene Johnson  
Claire Jones  
Carrie Matthews  
Lillie McDaniel  
Hattie Medley  
Patsy Perry  
Lorraine Stith  
Hazel Thompson  
Hassie Torain-Hester  
Beatrice Vasser  
Ollie Wesley  
Lillonteen Whitehurst  
Sarah Wiggins  
Theodore Yarbore Sr.

1955
Mamie Alston  
Ellen Bentley  
Perceil Bowsaw  
Sara Boyd  
James Courtney  
DeLaine Dobson  
Peggy Ann Donald  
Iredella Duckett  
Jeraline Ewing  
Inez Foster  
Fraser Foster  
Walter Green  
Carolyn Green  
Harvey Heartley Sr.**
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WHICH HELPED 300 STUDENTS REMAIN ENROLLED THROUGH GRADUATION

Linda Grimes
Roy Gwyn Jr.
Bishop Harris
Barbara Hibbert
Richard Hicks
Vashii Hill
Lillian Holeman
Jack Marmon
Leola Jenkins
Frances Johnson
Emma Johnson
Thad Jones
Esther Jones
Mabel Jones
Barbara Keith
Calvin Kilpatrick
Blandina Lane
Larry Leatherberry
James Lewis
Lafayette Lipscomb
E. Victor Maafo
Phyllis Malloy
James Marshall
Bernice Martin
Gay Mayo
Dorothy McKay
Earl Miller
Arthur Mims
Sarah Moore-Cox
Raymond Nobles
Billie Nobles
Rosetta Pauling
Laurestin Porter
Patricia Ramsey
Baheejah Rasheed
Thornton Reid
Marie Roberts
Marcia Roberts
Charles Sanders
Lillie Sanders
James Sibert
Joel Smith
Adethia Smith
Gloria Smith
Mildred Smith
William Spruill Jr.
Gwendolyn Strane
Samuel Sullivan
Robert Thomas
William Turner
Alice Walker
Priscilla Wallace
Irene White
Jennie Whitt
Hazel Williams
Elise Williams
Hubert Williamson
Isadora Wills
Virgie Wilson

1964

Loveday Alexander Jr.
Pattie Baskette
Constance Black Scott
Gloria Burton
Marvin Bynum
Iris Cooper
Norma Duncombe
Courtney Ferguson
Kenneth Fronberger
John Fuller Jr.
Walter Gerald
Bobby Glenn
Willie Grissom
Henry Hayes
Norma Haywood
Lyle Horton
Charles Jarmon
Doris Jones
Mattie Jones
Robert Jones
Norman Lovick Sr.
Laverne Mance-Burch
Daisy Maxwell
Julius Milton Sr.
Judy Mitchell
Mattie Moss
James Murrell

Lawrence Newton
Scottie Owings-Leaks
Joseph Pratt
Vivian Reed
Gloria Shropshire
Phyllis Shumate
John Smith
Aaron Spaulding
Donald Thomas
Shirley Townsend
James Tyson
Constance Walker
Vernaline Watson
Lois Williams
Samuel Williamson Jr.
LeRoy Wilson
Claretha Woody

1965

Rodrick Alston
Terrell Amos
Jolyquin Belfield
Floyd Benjamin Sr.
Leon Boyd
Wanda Boykin
Drew Brown
Ethrine Butler
Sandra Carpenter
Harold Chapman
Helen Chavis
Della Clemons
James Colson
Willie Cooper
Mary Cotton
Nathaniel Currie
Joseph Daniels
Helen Dupree
Ruth Franks
Bessie Fronberger
Brenda Fronberger
Marsha Fuller
Olivia Gilmore
Norma Grandy

Gary Grant
Sampson Harrell
Lizzie Harrell
Douglas Hawley
William Hayes Sr.
Brenda Horton
Edward Irving
Morris Johnson Jr.
Augusta Johnson
Owen Justice Jr.
Linda Kennedy-Beauvil
Dianne Lenon
Marie Liles
Thelma Little
Viola McKinney
Carol McLean
Robert McNair
Joy Nichols
Milton Parker
Daniel Parker
Gwendolyn Parker
Dorothy Poole
Michael Sanders
Sandra Sanford
Clark Scales
Clementine Sessoms
Mattie Sharpless
Laura Smith
Burnette Smith
Samuel Smith
J. Leon Stanback
Charles Stanback Jr.
Herbert Watkins
Brenda White
Allie Williams
Mae Williams
Alphea Wills
Valeria Wilson

1966

Brenta Baldwin
Margaret Barbree
Esther Bond Hardin

James Boone
Walter Byrd Sr.
Margaret Cameron
Albert Conner
Anderson Council
Charles Daye
William Dorsey
Joyce Edwards
Patricia Evans-Thomas
W. Faison
Floyd Ferbee
Sarah Fields
Marion Garrett
Clara George
Evander Gibbs
Furman Glenn Sr.
Kenneth Harris
Carolyn Harrison
Ollie Hickman
Janice Hoover
Russell Hopson
Harold Jeffreys III
Ewonia Johnson
Vinita Lane
Lesley Lott
Marva Long
Maggie Lovell
Robert Lunceford
Carlton Mack
Jacquelyn Mays
James McDuffie
Charles Mitchell
Rebecca Nwude
Patricia Paige
Willie Parker
George Partlow Sr.
Sophia Pierce
Brenda Polland
Jesse Powell
Patricia Purcell
Doris Rutherford
Clara Smith
Lillian Stokes
Kay Thomas
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Obataiye Akinwole, Edna Bailey, Maurice Bell, Norma Brown, Treby Cates, Wilfreda Coy, Clarence Cross Jr., Harvey Davidson, James Geer, Grafton Gilchrist, Linda Green, Alma Hobbs, Clinton Howie Sr., Margaret Jenkins, Glenwood Jordan, Lacy Joyner, Helen Latten, Earl Leatherbarber, Kate Little, Vincent Maltese, Jesse Mann, Frances McIver, Gloria Mizezle, Gloria M. Smith, Berma Paige-Stokes, Jacqueline Parker, Barbara Parker, Louise Roseboro, Victoria Thomas, Mary Weathers, Doretha Webb, Herbert West Jr., Byneta Wiggins, Thomas Wilkins, Jennifer Williams, Barbara Wilson, Dannie Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Johnny Alston, Doreta Anderson, Brenda Asbury, Melvin Asbury, Deborah Atkinson, Anne Bailey, Nathaniel Baker Sr.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cynthia Woods
Leslie Wilson
Dalphaline Williams
Janis Wiggins
Evelyn Wicker
Lamont Upperman
Carrye Tyler
Vivian Timlic
Carrye Tyler
Evelyn Wicker
Janis Wiggins
Dalphaline Williams
Leslie Wilson
Cynthia Woods

1974
Herman Alston
Regina Alston
Anneice Anthony
Laqueta Barbee
Glennie Beasley
Julia Best
Mattie Best
Betty Borden
Wanda Brooks
Beatrice Brown
Olga Bryant
Norman Butler
Octavia Cabey
Otis Carter
Evelyn Clegg
Vanessa Cooke-Hinton
O. Prattsie Cunningham
Delois Daniels-Hester
Audrey Davis
Pam Davis
Mary Dempson
Marva Dixon
Wilbert Edmonson
Harold T. Edmonds
Francine Fair
Edward Francis
Carol Grier
Margie Harrington
Carl Harrison
Loretta Harry
Faye Hester
Rosemary Hickman
James Hines
Paulette Hines
Patricia Holloway
Gwendolyn Hudson
Mary Jackson
Ernest Jenkins
Gail Jenkins
Grady Jessup
LaFea Johnson
Virginia Jones
Carletta Judd
Mozell Knight
Charlene Lee
Joseph Lipscomb
Norma Martin
Jannie McCray
Ronald McCray
Rick McCray
Phyllis McRae
Mary Mebane
Jimmie Newkirk
Brenda Parker
Mildred Pointer Rudd
Freddie Putney
Lenord Ratliff
Thomas Saxon
Elma Smith
Larkin Smith
Thomas E. Spivey
Peggy Ward
Sudie Way
Karen Weaver

1975
Iris Allen
Anthony Amos
Willietha Barnette
Delra Bonner
Victor Boone
Ahmad Daniels
Troy Dixon
LuAnn Edmonds-Harris
Kathy Epps
Joyce Ferebee
Anthony Ford
Geoffrey Gledhill
Earlene Glenn
Samuel Grogans III
Deborah Hazel
James Hill
Avis Hines
Kevin Holloway
Lauretta Holloway
Charles Holmes
David Johnson
Arline Johnson
Curtis Knight
James McLaughlin
Freddie Parker
Mona Parks
Milton Peace
Henry Peterson Jr.
Paul Pope Jr.
Ronnie Puryear
Avon L. Ruffin
Geraline Simmons
Cornell Slade
Bessie Slade
Ira Smith
James Speed Jr.
Dorothy Stockton-Marshall
Theodore Thomas III
Sheila Thompson
Bernard Torain
George Walls Jr.
Portia Walls
Ace Ward
Pamela Williams
Doris Williams
Glenn York

1976
Edward Anderson Sr.
Sonja Beckford
Ullysses Bell
Ruthene Bellamy
Joseph Brown
Matilda Bullock
Diane Butler
Joyce Caesar
Cecelia Cameron
Matthew Cogdell
E'Vonne Coleman-Cook
Phyllis Coley
William Dudley Sr.
Frances Dyer
A. Edmonds
Cynthia Ferebee

1977
William Acton Jr.
Norman Anderson
Wilbur Barham
Willie Best
Joanne Best
Charles Bostic
Karen Bostick
Sharon Boykin
Leiland Branch
Gloria Bullock
Norris Burton
Vivian Canady
Phyllis Carrington
Bobbie Clark
Louis Deberry Jr.
Sharol Dula
Charles Dunlap
Dennis Ellis
Debra Farmer
Michael Farmer
Selma Fox
Clement Gallop
Winford Goode
George Hamilton
Billie Hanes
Larry Harris

1978
Alvin Alston
Sharon Anderson
Kitty Baco
tDebra Benjamin
Victor Birks
Christopher Booser
Ronita Caldwell
Anita Cameron
Tina Chestnut
Grace Clark
Nina Corders
Walter Cotton
William Crews
Edna Cummings
Beverly Cunningham
David Cunningham
Frances Dancy
Mildred Davis
Glenwood Davis
Shirline Davis
Calvin Ellerbee
Deborah Evans
Dianne Evans
Alvie Fennell Sr.
Jane Finch
Delores Fogg
Obe Ford Jr.
Cheryl Foy
Letitia Franklin
Linda Fuell
Dorothy Gamble
Kenneth Gibbs Sr.
Philip Godwin Jr.
Nadine Goodwin
Jack Harper
Janis Holloway
Charlotte Holloway
Linda Holmes
Oliver Johnson Jr.
Barrell Johnson
Doris Joseph
Dorothy Justice
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Stephenie Lewis
Angela Lewis
Connie Lipscomb
Felicia Lucas
Maudie Lyons
Dania McDonald
Brenda McGirt
Iris McKay
Edna Mitchell
Joyce Moore
Joan Morrison
Ntanu Nkenge
David Ollison
Craig Page
Cynthia Pegues
Cheryl Perry-Jones
John Finckney
Pecolia Price
John Price
Michael Putney Sr.
Sophronia Qualls
Myra Robinson
Elwood Robinson
Lettie Robinson Goode
Elizabeth Rollins
Gregory Bryant
Samuel Alexander
1979

Tameria Lipscomb
Carol Johnson
Kenneth Ingram
Marvin Hedgepeth
Beverly Green
Patricia Evans-Hunt
Reginald Doby
Mary Deberry
James Davies
Gregory Bryant
Arvis Bridges-Epps
Stephanie Branch
Samuel Alexander
1979

Salina Mumford
Marzella Parks-Marley
Euric Perry
Robert Purvis
Michelle Robinson
Valda Robinson
Bonita Rogers
Delores Roseboro
Jerome Rothenberg
Tyrone Shackleford
Tony Shippman
Edith Smith
Linda Smith
Gail Taylor
Judith Taylor
Helen Thomas
Clayton Tillman
Donna Warren
Robin Webb
Alphonso White
Dexter Williams
Cicero Williams Jr.
Alexander Williams III
Kenneth Wilson Jr.
Pamela Wright
Lyndelia Wynn

1980

Blondilla Dawson
Ruby Farrior
Michelle Gaston
Sherrin Green
James Griffen
Audwin Helton
Linda Hill
Anna Jones
Juanita Kelly
Kenneth Koonce
Hazel Lunsford
Jackson Mayo
James Mills
Victor Motley
Victor Neal
Daphine Richardson
Richard Smith
Vickie Spencer
Richard Strowd
Clara Turner
Ellis Williams

Evelyn Adams
Juanita Allen
Renee Bowser
Dedrick Brittumen Jr.
Judy Council
Ronald Douglas
Vincent Dudley
Ashley Elder
Tyrone Everett
Pandora Frazier
Wanda Hyatt
Sandra Kellaber
Angelia Langen
Sally Longacre
Cynthia McNeill
Paschelle Mitchell-Palmer
Mark Morris
Albert Nixon
John Palmer
Kathryn Peele-Cox
Teresa Pender
Steven Plair
Reginald Smith
Deniae Smith
Georgette Smith
Frances Solari Bynum
Leonard Sturdivant
Chevella Thomas
Milton Tingling
Karen Wilkerson
Matrice Wilson
Mildred Woolfolk
Mark Yarbore

1981

Gregory Alston
Lloyd Bailey
Sheila Bazemore
Geovana Braswell-Bryant
Wanda Broadie
Dwain Coleman
Tyrone Comegys
Beverly Cooper
Lilipiana Darenburg
Carolyn Davis
Blondilla Dawson
Ruby Farrior
Michelle Gaston
Sherrin Green
James Griffen
Audwin Helton
Linda Hill
Anna Jones
Juanita Kelly
Kenneth Koonce
Hazel Lunsford
Jackson Mayo
James Mills
Victor Motley
Victor Neal
Daphine Richardson
Richard Smith
Vickie Spencer
Richard Strowd
Clara Turner
Ellis Williams

Keith Hall
Jimmie Hawkins
Tonya Jefferys
Lydia Lavelle
Beverly Lee
Gracie LeSane
Margaret Littles
Mary Love
Beverly Massey
Vivian McCoy
Sylvia Morra
Sharor Mosley-Ramsay
Angela Perry
Beverly Pickett
Linda Privott
Kenneth Ray
Thomas Revelle III
Leon Rouson
Valeria Royster
Drewy Vincent
Arnetta Wicker
Leslie Wickham Jr.
Priscilla Wills

1982

Howard Alexander Jr.
Rosalind Baker
Kacedia Beaamon
Elaine Bushfan
Dimitrus Culbreath
Barry Davis
Lena Dunston
Alan Fitzgerald
Mary Flack
Johnnie Forte Jr.
Carolyn Forte
Marian Holmes
Elizabeth Ann Jefferson
Willie Johnson
Carmel Jones-Boyd
George King II
Audrian Melton
Pamela Owens
Michael Page
Carolyn Perry
Patricia Plummer
Gerald Price
William Privott
Rodney Sessions
Joseph Shaw Jr.
Barbara Smith
Monte Watkins
Bobby Wilson

1983

Paul Anderson
Janice Baker
Jemima Boler
William Bowie III
Deborah Breese
Lindy Brown
Debbie Bullock
Michael Chestnut
Bobby Cooke
Barbara Cooper

Robert Cobert Jr.
Benjamin Edwards II
Warachal Faison
William Hager II
Melanie Haile
Danise Hicklen
Rosaire Holland
Karen Jaramins
Katrina Lewis-Teachey
Sheila Marshall
Carlton Newton III
Mary Ramsey-Caldwell
Marvin Reeves
Spencer Smith
Karen Smith-Cotten
Jerry Totten
Gary Ward
Pamela Young

1986

Sophia Cameron
Nancy Camp
Theresa Cooper
James Crowell
Tracy Dawkins
Claudette Free
Nobody Garrett Jr.
Carol Goins
Marta Gore
Clarissa Grady
Teresea Jones
Deborah McMell
Janice Panza
Gerald Patton
Joseph Ratiff
Vera Reid-Hailey
Chandra Riley
Laurie Shannon-Bailey
Ira Swain
Donald Williams
John Williams

1987

Yolanda Banks Deaver
Raymond Boney
James Cole
Jerome Commander
Wendell Davis
Carol Davis
Melvin Gaddy III
Beth Graham
Jennifer Graves
Dennis Hopkins Jr.
Robert Horsley
Gerod King
D. Curtis Lawson
DeAndrew Leach-Hamer
Andrew Mason
Jo McCants
Eric Montgomery
Imogene Myers
Jo Anne Parker-Sales
Elizabeth Peterson
Cynthia Pullen
Stephan Redmon
James Rogers
Cedric Rush  
Terrence Sembly  
Linda Sharar  
Pamela Sharpe  
Winifred Sumpter  
Talise Younge-Morris

1988

Ismail Abdullahi  
John Alford III  
Ira Foster  
Linda Gunn  
Evangela Hager  
Brian Harris  
Cheryl Hart  
Maulin Herring  
Camille Hester  
Cheryl Hodge  
Kevan Jackson  
Raymond James  
Yulonda Johnson-Ervin  
Janulyn Lennon  
Morris Lucky  
Marcus Malveau  
Sharen McClothen  
Lisa Melvin  
Cleve Packer  
Darren Palmer  
Venita Quick  
Barbara Redmon  
Anthony Robinson  
Pamala Rogers  
Arwin Smallwood  
Delores Stacey-Merritt  
Wilhemenia Thomas  
Frances Turner  
Glenn Veit  
Teresa Vincent  
Garrett Ward  
Levone Winston  
Kevin Young

1989

Adrienne Allen  
Charles Asubonten  
Rosiland Asubonten  
Howard Atkins II  
Donna Bass Rosser  
Danielle Battle  
Gregory Battle  
Donna Bellamy  
Vivian Bullock  
Tracey Burns-Vann  
Lawrence Campbell  
Reese Carson III  
Sylvia Coleman Squire  
Dessolene Davis  
Timothy Daye  
Dale Deese  
Jovetta Dennis  
Gretta Dula  
James Ellerbee  
John Ervin  
William Foley III  
Crystal Gaines  
Tonya Gerald-Goins

Kellice Gray  
Laurence Hawkins  
Z. Yolanda Johnson  
Sonya Lewis  
Cathy Meeks-Jackson  
Beatrice Nails  
Josephus Perry  
Franklin Robinson Jr.  
Donna Rutala  
Ilean Sutton  
Wayne Terrell  
Thanana Wilson

1990

Marilyn Allen-Bingham  
Milford Barfield Jr.  
Denise Barnes  
Kimberly Bassett  
Amanda Bryant-Friedrich  
Edna Cogdell  
Curtis Johnson  
William Jones Jr.  
Patricia Lester  
Reginald Lipscomb Sr.  
Charles Lyon  
Judith Maupin  
Kim Moseley  
Paul Norman  
William Peregoy  
Marshall Pitts Jr.  
Herbert Ramey  
Lisa Smith  
Carrie Smith  
Mary Swoope  
D. Carr Thompson  
Nancy Thompson  
Melissa Tukey  
Luredean Watkins-Ellerby  
Vincent White  
Michelle White

1991

Jennifer Alston  
Roxana Alston  
Kellie Anderson  
Tonya Benton  
Tiffany Blakeney  
Sheila Bowens-Bratts  
Jane Briggs  
Andrea Bushrod  
Cassandra Cobb  
Danita Curry  
Diana Freeman  
Jerry Gershenhorn  
Carlette Jameson  
Jessie Jeffers  
Barbara Leathers  
Kim Mayo  
Adrienne Meddock  
Kimberly Moore  
Delores Neal  
Nina Olson  
James Osler Jr.  
Mitsue Parrish  
Jon Poole  
Timothy Smith  
Cremolia Tate  
Bertha Villines  
Gail Williams  
Howard Williams Jr.

1992

Kenneth Barnes  
Tonya Bennett  
George Braddy  
Verita Brown  
Dionne Cox  
Rodney Cunningham  
Lee Dudley  
Timothy Elloby  
Wanda Featherston  
Constance Foster  
Mari Fryar  
Jonathan Hinton  
Eleanor Kinnaid  
Gary Leath  
Melodie Parrish  
Carol Passmore  
Gerrellyn Patterson  
Zaneta Ponton  
Adrienne Rouse  
Cynthia Shaw  
Janice Sinclair  
Kimberly Smalls  
Monica Smith  
Frank White  
Darri White  
Sharmell Wilson

1993

Rahesha Amon  
Faye Atkinson  
Alton Barfield Jr.  
Tracy Barley  
Stantis Best  
Stephanie Bullock-Parker  
Gwendolyn Burrell  
Harry Cooke  
Karen Dacons-Brock  
Kim Dowdy  
Melanie Ellis  
Rodney Ellis  
Crystal Emery  
Richard Gilbert Jr.  
Millicent Graves  
Marie Grissom  
Kia Hardy-Vernon  
Linda Hester  
Sheila Holmes  
Rodney Hopkins  
Phyllis Jeffers  
Marcus Jimison  
Dana Johnson  
Preston Jones III  
Brondette Leigh  
Kecia Lipscomb  
Roszenia Lowe  
Frances Lunsford  
Dennis Martin  
Sophia McKinnon  
Angus Meachem Jr.  
Steven Phillips  
Hilda Powell  
Whitney Rich  
Eliza Robertson  
Nichole Stennis  
Stasia Tanner  
Theresa Turner  
André Vann  
Deborah Williams  
Kimberly Womack-Dockery  
Esther Yamaoka

1994

David Alexander Jr.  
Dia Baggett  
Debbie Baker  
Kira Baskerville-Williams  
Luretta Belfield  
Anthony Brooks  
Jennifer Brown  
Anita Cobbs  
Chatonda Covington  
K. Cowick  
Tania Davis  
Marius Davis  
Faleicia Dukes-Gibson  
Latonya Everett  
Joel Faison  
George Fitz-Hugh Jr.  
Dennis Floyd  
Katrina Fox  
Kevin Fox  
Ralph Frasier Jr.  
Trina Glass  
Jeremy Graham  
Regina Halyard  
Jim Harper Jr.  
Eric Harrington  
Amy Harris  
Dwayne Houston  
Yolanda Lawrence  
Yolanda Lowery  
Tracey Marlbury  
Ginha Massey  
Rachel Matthews  
John McClain  
Elayne McFalls  
Sherri Mondes  
Alonzo Morrow II  
Krishnan Natesan  
Brandon Paris  
Reshea Parrish-Hill  
Melodie Scarborough  
Joe Smith Jr.  
Travis Taylor  
Phyllis Thompson  
Avera White  
David Whitfield  
Otharine Williams

1995

Sharmell Wilson  
Darin White  
Frank White  
Kimberly Smalls  
Cynthia Shaw  
Zaneta Ponton  
Gerrelyn Patterson  
Carol Passmore  
Milford Barfield Jr.  
Marilyn Allen-Bingham  
Darri White  
Rodney Ellis  
Melanie Ellis  
Kim Dowdy  
Sheila Holmes  
Dana Johnson  
Preston Jones III  
Brondette Leigh  
Kecia Lipscomb  
Roszenia Lowe  
Frances Lunsford  
Dennis Martin  
Sophia McKinnon  
Angus Meachem Jr.  
Steven Phillips  
Hilda Powell  
Whitney Rich  
Eliza Robertson  
Nichole Stennis  
Stasia Tanner  
Theresa Turner  
André Vann  
Deborah Williams  
Kimberly Womack-Dockery  
Esther Yamaoka

1996

Atiba Adams  
Wendell Andrews  
Jeremy Ardrey  
Tammy Baggett  
Kia Baker  
Marie Bradford  
Vernon Bridges  
P. Bryant  
Jessica Davis-Ganao  
Sofronja Ford  
Robin Gillespie  
Nichole Glover  
Stephanie Green  
Arlene Hanks  
Christine Henderson  
Tanya Locklear  
Mark Locklear  
Alvin Marriott  
Angela McVler  
Brian Mitchell  
Shawki Moore  
LeVelle Moton  
Sherill Penn-Gentry  
Atifia Shabazz  
P. Angelica Simmons  
Michelle Tate  
Shirley Taylor-Edwards  
Etienne Thomas  
Crystal Todd  
Erica White  
Lisa Wilks

1997

Melissa Acevedo  
Tamala Anderson  
Katrina Baggett  
Chaitra Banerjee  
Barrett Brown  
Joseph Carpenter III  
Jason Crump  
Avery Crump  
Vanda Davis  
Erica Dixon  
Sekou Gargnou  
Tony Graham
Because of my experiences at NCCU, I was able to leverage my skills and eventually go to work for two of the most prominent companies in the country, and that enabled me to have the resources to give back.”

— ESTHER SILVER-PARKER ’69
President and CEO of the SilverParker Group

(See her story on page 18)
GIVING

by Alumni Chapters

NCCU Alumni Association, Incorporated
NCCU Baltimore Alumni Chapter
NCCU Charlotte Alumni Chapter
NCCU DC Metro Alumni Association
NCCU Greensboro Alumni Chapter
NCCU Johnston County Alumni Chapter
NCCU New Jersey Alumni Chapter
NCCU Northern Piedmont Alumni Chapter
NCCU Orange County Alumni Chapter
NCCU Philadelphia Alumni Chapter
NCCU Raleigh-Wake Alumni Chapter
NCCU Richmond-Petersburg Alumni Chapter
NCCU Wilmington-Delaware Alumni Chapter
NCCU Winston-Salem Alumni Chapter
CHAUTAUQUA HERITAGE SOCIETY

Through your will or trust, life insurance, life income annuity or bequest of real estate, you can be there to support students in need. With your commitment, you become a lifelong member of the Chautauqua Heritage Society. Your free Personal Estate Planning Kit, a comprehensive, 24-page estate-planning resource, is available to you through NCCU’s planned giving site. Access the Planned Giving site through www.nccu.edu/giving, or call 919-530-5264 or email giving@nccu.edu.

Elmontenal C. Allens ‘79
Maury Alston ‘90
Roxana M. Alston ‘91
Shirley R. Armstrong ‘71, ‘83
David L. Avery ‘63
Annette A. Bailey ‘68
Ertle F. Barnes ‘51
Arthur L. Best ‘87
Tiany R. Blakeley ‘91
Michel Bourgeois-Gavardin**
Lillian J. Bowser ‘89
Bertha H. Breee ‘57
Drew H. Brown ‘65
Judge Brown, Jr. ‘68
Ophelia Garmon-Brown ‘76
Walter M. Brown ‘48, ‘55
Geovonda Braswell-Bryant ‘81
Roy Brooks
Octavia W. Cabey ‘74
Julius L. Chambers ‘58**
Nannie Coleman
Charles E. Clinton ‘66
Charles Cooper
Vivian S. Cooper
Pharrah Crawford ‘02
Claretha M. Davis
Nathaniel Davis Jr.
Robert L. Dobbs, Sr. ‘60
Donna K. Douglas ‘84
Susette Spivey-Dula ‘95
Harold T. Epps ‘74
Gwendolyn Flowers ‘74
Sharon Freeland ‘74
Pamela S. Gleen
Angela N. Gray
Jamar Gregory
Roger R. Gregory ‘71
George R. Hamilton ‘77
Thomas N. Hammond ‘64
Sybil S. Henderson ‘77
Calvin Hilton ‘78
Glendora Hilton ‘78
Vanessa Hinton
Barbara E. Holland ‘82
Carla Horne
Ronnie Horne ‘81
Brinson Hyman ‘85
Kasey Jackson
Anthony Jarman
Timothy Jarman
Leonard T. Jermaine, Jr. ‘76
Gardner L. Johnson ‘84
Zandra Sue Johnson ‘65
Zaundra Y. Johnson ‘89
Elora S. Jones ‘44
Esther Morgan Jones ‘63
Vasant Kaniwar
Carolyn B. Kamara ‘72
Jermaine Kee
Allen Kirkman ‘80
Ann Kizzie
Apryle Lawson ‘92
Heather S. Linton
Teresa Little
Ernestine D. Lyon ‘57
Daphne Magee-Hunter ‘75
Syliva Massey ‘72
Deborah Mayo-Jerries ‘76
Sucheta Mazumdar
Linda W. McDooula ‘66
Helen V. McLean ‘54
Brooklyn T. McMillon ‘46**
Tommy T. McNeill ‘93
Richard A. Miller ‘48**
Thelma J. Miller ‘57**
Eric A. Montgomery ‘87
Janelle Morrow ‘95
Dwight D. Perry ‘76
Karen S. Perry ‘91, ‘96
Norma D. Petway ‘77
Allison C. Phillips
James D. Ragin ‘72
Bobbie Reddick ‘70
Avo L. Ruffin ‘75
Myrtle B. Sampson ‘51, ‘52
John C. Scarborough III ‘60
Collin B. Scott Sr. ‘50**
S. Dallas Simmons ‘62, ‘67**
Barbara B. Smith ‘84
Gloria M. Smith ‘69**
Larkin B. Smith III ‘74
Nicole Smith ‘95
Sherika Smith
William G. Smith ‘77
James H. Speed Jr. ‘75
Benjamin Speller Jr. ‘62
Gerald A. Spence
Jennifer Spence ‘86
Jerry Spence ‘86
JoeAnne Stephens ‘70
Cheryl L. Stewart ‘87
James A. Stewart
Harold Suggs ‘57
Chevella L. Thomas ‘82, ‘04
Carlton E. Thornton Sr.
Kay T. Thomas, ‘66
Sean A. Thomas ‘95, ‘98
Mary Thompson ‘49**
Viola G. Turner
Erdyne Vereen
Peggy M. Ward ‘74
James M. Webb ‘76
Harvey L. White ‘72
Melvin F. White ‘70
Monya J. White ‘72
James E. Williams Sr. ‘57, ‘74
**Deceased since last printing

At a cost of $1.40 each, 3,500 copies of this public document were printed for a total of $4,950.00 in Spring, 2015.
Your generous gifts and support make Eagle Excellence possible for NCCU students. During the 2013-14 fiscal year, the combined gifts of more than 5,000 NCCU alumni, parents, friends, faculty and staff helped us raise $5.42 million. Your contributions provide critical funds for scholarships and allow our students to continue or complete their education.

Thank you for your continued investment in Eagle Excellence!

www.nccu.edu/giving
REPORT ON

PHILANTHROPY